The potential performance, in deuterium-tritium plasmas, of a new enhanced confinement regime with reversed magnetic shear (ERS mode) is assessed. The equilibrium conditions for an ERS mode plasma are estimated by solving the plasma transport equations using the thermal and particle diffusivities measured in a short duration ERS mode discharge in the Tokamak Fusion Test Reactor [F. M. Levinton, et al., Phys. Rev. Letters, 7 5 , 4417, (1995)l. The plasma performance depends strongly on Zeff and neutral beam penetration to the core. The steady state projections typically have a central electron density of -2.5 x 1020m-3 and nearly equal central electron and ion temperatures of -10 keV. In time dependent simulations the peak fusion power, -25 MW, is twice the steady state level. Peak performance occurs during the density rise when the central ion temperature is close to the optimal value of -15 keV. The simulated pressure profiles can be stable to ideal MHD instabilities with toroidal mode number n = 1 , 2 , 3 , 4 and 00 for Pnorm up to 2.5; the simulations have Pnorm 5 2.1. The enhanced reversed shear mode may thus provide an opportunity to conduct alpha physics experiments in conditions similar to those proposed for advanced tokamak reactors.
I. INTRODUCTION
Theoretical studies show that reversed magnetic shear could play a key role in advanced tokamaks by simultaneously improving magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) stability, bootstrap current alignment, and confinement [l-31. This is supported by a number of experiments in which reversed shear is linked to observed improvements in confinement and stability (4-81 The importance of magnetic shear reversal in future tokamaks motivated recent experiments which found a regime of greatly enhanced core confinement in the Tokamak Fusion Test Reactor (TFTR) [6, 9] . Similar experiments in DIII-D [7, 10, 11] , JT-6OU 18,121, and J E T [13] have also found regions of enhanced confinement associated with shear reversal.
The T F T R enhanced reversed shear (ERS) mode discharges exhibit two morphologies, which are referred to as type I and 11. The most prominent distinguishing features are the more rapid central density rise in type I, and the more dramatic central electron temperature rise in type 11. The discharge which provides the basis of this paper was selected because it has the longest duration of ERS mode with high power heating. This discharge is of type I and the particle and ion thermal diffusivities become remarkably low within the reversed shear region [6, 9] , approximately r 5 0.35~ (Fig. 1) ; the electron thermal diffusivity is not reduced during the ERS mode. The particle and ion thermal diffusivities are near or below standard neoclassical predictions. However, corrections to standard neoclassical theory such as orbit squeezing [14] may reduce the neoclassical transport predictions. A broader re-derivation of neoclassical theory based on realistic finite orbit width dynamics finds a strong reduction in neoclassically predicted ion thermal transport [15] ; the new prediction is consistent with the experimental transport analysis. Transport outside T -a / 2 appears similar to the supershot regime [6, 9] .
In T F T R ERS mode discharges the plasma density and temperatures have not reached equilibrium with the highest heating powers: either a disruption terminates the discharge, or the heating power is reduced before equilibrium is established. Theoretical work (and circumstantial experimental evidence) suggests that the evolution of q (~) plays an important role in destabilizing these plasmas. Modifications of the q profile are used to avoid disruptions. Modest changes have been achieved by altering the inductively prepared current distribution. Planned current drive systems will be used, when they become available, to further extend the period of stability. Disruption avoidance and near steady state have been achieved by reducing the beam power to a level which is sufficient to maintain an elevated core density; this may also he useful i n prolonging high fusion power discharges.
The ERS mode projections reported here are estimates of the plasma conditions expected in deuterium-tritium (DT) discharges of sufficient duration to approach transport equilibrium. The simulations are based on the particle and thermal diffusivities measured in a deuterium T F T R discharge in the type I ERS regime (discharge parameters are given in Table I ). The neutral beam deposition, alpha heating, and bremsstrahlung radiation in the simulated plasmas are calculated self-consistently using the predicted densities and temperatures. These simulations are compared to the best DT performance achieved to date in the supershot mode [16] .
Modeling has shown that an acceptable neutral beam fueling system for a reactor is possible if the particle confinement approaches the neoclassical level [17] . The ERS mode thus may enable the use of core fueIing systems to optimize the plasma density profile and thereby raise the fusion power output and improve the bootstrap alignment.
This paper examiqes the potential of the ERS mode for studies of burning plasmas in TFTR. The equilibrium ERS mode plasma conditions are noteworthy for strong heating by fusion-produced alphas, with nearly equal ion and electron temperatures at densities typical of reactors. The simulation with the highest performance has a fi,,,,,,, 10% higher than the highest value attained experimentally; the broader pressure profile in the simulation may enhance its MHD stability. We discuss the sensitivity of the results to several of the assumed plasma parameters.
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SIMULATION METHOD
Both steady state and time-dependent DT computer simulations of the ERS mode are reported here. Sensitivity studies are more easily done with the steady state code; the time-dependent simulations revealed that peak performance should occur well before the steady state conditions are established. All of the simulations are based on the thermal and particle diffusivities calculated by TRANSP [18-201 for a type I deuterium ERS discharge in TFTR [6] . The steady state simulations predict the density as well as the electron and ion temperatures. The density cannot be predicted with TRANSP so the time dependent simulations use an assumed density evolution which provides a transition from the measured density of an actual discharge to a steady state density profile.
The heating and particle fueling rates used to obtain steady state solutions of the one dimensional (1-d) diffusion equations are calculated by the SNAP transport analysis code [21] . For these calculations SNAP uses the temperatures and density predicted by a post-processor which solves the 1-d transport equations. Equilibrium is approached iteratively by using the temperatures and density predicted by the post-processor as the input to SNAP, which then calculates the appropriate source terms for the next iteration of the post-processor calculation. The density and temperature boundary conditions for the predictions are taken from the outermost zone of the SNAP analysis of the actual ERS shot.
The TRANSP [Is-201 diffiisivities are calculated from power and particle flux balance with no assumed pinch terms. (Analysis of tritium puffs in other ERS discharges shows that the tritium transport is suppressed relative to a supershot [22] , and is consistent with the absence of a pinch in the plasma core [23] .) The fluxes are based on time-dependent measurements of the electron density and temperature, the ion temperature, the visible bremsstrahlung emission (for Z e~) together with calculations of the neutral beam deposition which determine the local heating and particle fueling. Particle fueling by the limiter gas influx is calculated from a neutral transport simulation which is normalized by the measured brightness of the H , emission in front of the limiter. The analysis of the kinetic data agrees with the magnetically measured stored energy to 5%. The calculated DD fusion rate is 20% higher than the measured DD neutron rate.
The diffusivities used for the simulations reported here are taken from TRANSP analysis runs which did not calculate ripple losses of the neutral beam injected fast ions. The steady state prediction code has no model for such losses, and the ripple model was turned off in the TRANSP projections reported here. A discussion of the sensitivity of the projections to beam ripple loss modeling is given below (see Discussion).
The inferred particle and ion thermal diffusivities can be quite low, but the uncertainties are relatively large so a minimum diffusivity of 0.02 rn2sec-' has been imposed. Some simulations have used neoclassical particle diffusivity (calculated for the predicted density and temperatures) as a lower bound for the particle diffusivity. We have used the full transport matrix calculation of the neoclassical electron flux from NCLASS to calculate the effective electron particle diffusivity [24] . It should be kept in mind, however, that the standard neoclassical formulations are not valid in the ERS mode discharges because the density and temperature scale lengths are close to the ion poloidal gyroradius and this contradicts ordering assumptions made in developing the theory. For electric fields of the magnitude expected near the magnetic axis in ERS discharges (-0.01 V/m) we find that Ware pinch effects may produce fluxes of the same magnitude as the total of all other terms in the inner 10% of the minor radius. In order to simplify the transport issues we have removed Ware pinch contributions to the fluxes by setting the toroidal electric field to zero.
In our simulations of the ERS mode we assume a radially constant ,Teff in the range observed in the current experiments: 1.5-2.2. A visible bremsstrahlung array 1251 and the brightness of carbon recombination light [26] are used separately to estimate the radial dependence of Z e~. Both diagnostics indicate that ,Teff is lower in the ERS mode than in similar shots with reversed shear that do not undergo a transition to enhanced confinement. Both diagnostics indicate that ,Teff falls during the ERS mode throughout much of the plasma core. Diagnostic limitations complicate the interpretation of the measurements for T < 0.2 rn; in this region Zeff may be relatively constant as the electron density rises during the ERS mode.
In SNAP'S calculation of the source terms, the beam deposition geometry includes the Shafranov shift of the plasma. This is important since the large stored energy and high q(0) lead to a large shift which enhances neutral beam penetration to the high confinement region in the plasma core. The Shafranov shift calculated by SNAP for the actual ERS mode shot agrees with that in TRANSP to within 2 cm over almost all of the plasma. In turn, the TRANSP MHD equilibrium is consistent with the magnetic measurements.
The q(r) measured by the MSE diagnostic [27, 28] prior to high power heating in the ERS mode discharge has a minimum value of 2, at rmln= 0.35a, and a centra1 value of -3. We expect that high performance experiments will use a higher plasma current, and lower qmln, in order to improve the MHD stability at the highest possible stored energy. A preliminary series of MHD stability calculations [29] indicates that stability would be improved with with qmjn-l.3, which we have adopted for these simulations (see Fig. 2 
)
At high q ( O ) , fusion-product alpha particles undergo large orbit excursions which broaden the alpha heating profile. This is modeled in SNAP by calculating orbits for a large sample of alphas distributed in birth minor radius, poloidal angle, and pitch angle. The deposited power is distributed throughout the range of minor radius traversed by each sample particle's initial orbit. This orbit broadening is quite pronounced when q(0) -2 and reduces the alpha pressure gradient.
SNAP'S very simple estimate of the effect of ripple trapping predicts alpha particle ripple losses of 8-12% for the simulations in Tables I and 11 . A sophisticated guiding center code, ORBIT, indicates that the alpha ripple losses are 13% for the conditions of the deuterium ERS mode discharge which is the basis of these simulations [30] . The lower qmln and the shorter alpha thermalization time scale in the DT simulations reported here are expected to reduce the ripple losses below those for the deuterium discharge. The strong (I dependence of a simple analytic model for stochastic ripple diffusion [31] suggests that trapped alpha particles in RS/ERS plasmas would ripple transport to the vicinity of r,jn, causing a broadened alpha profile. However, ORBIT simulations [30] show that after one slowing down time, the alpha particle density profile is similar to that in simulations of comparable discharges with monotonic q profiles.
Radiated power is measured to be negligible in the core of present ERS mode discharges, and impurity line radiation is expected to be small in the equilibrium conditions described in the next section. However, a simple calculation shows that in the projected conditions bremsstrahlung radiation losses would be as large as 20-50% of the local alpha 'birth' power. The ratio of radiated power to alpha heating power in the siniulations is larger than this near the magnetic axis since orbit broadening reduces the central alpha power. Accordingly, the projected density and temperatures are used to calculate the expected bremsstrahlung radiation losses [32] which are used in predicting the electron temperature. This affects the predictled core ion temperature as well since temperature equilibration dominates the ion losses in the core.
For the simulations reported here the D:T neutral beam power ratio is chosen to be 1:2 because this has been found to maximize the fusion power in supershots (dominantly tritium neutral injection compensates for dominantly deuterium fueling from the limiter). Based on our experience in DT supershots the thermal density ratio is assumed to be n~/ ( n~
to account for the dominantIy deuterium fueling by the limiter. The core density in the ERS mode may be relatively insensitive to the species mix of the particle influx from the limiter, so the optimal D:T beam mix (and core mix) for the ERS mode may be closer to 1:l. The corresponding change in the thermal density mix from 60:40 to 50:50 D:T would raise the computed computed fusion power by -4%.
Semi-predictive TRANSP simulations provide an estimate of the time dependence of how the temperatures approach equilibrium. The measured diffusivities are used to predict the temperatures which would be achieved by the combined beam and fusion product heating. The assumed density profile evolution joins the measured density in an ERS mode discharge to a steady state density profile. In the intial phase the TRANSP simulations use the measured density of an ERS mode shot. The density rise continues for an additional second, rising to the density predicted by a steady state simulation; the density is held constant for the remainder of the simulation. At each minor radius the density is interpolated linearly in time from the experimental profile to the predicted profile.
Alpha particle orbit effects and the finite thermalization time are included in TRANSP's Monte Carlo simulation of fusion product thermalization. As in the corresponding steady state simulation, we assume Ze~=1.5 and Pb=33 MW during the period when the temperatures are predicted.
RESULTS
The equilibrium ERS mode DT simulations reported here are strikingly different from present T F T R discharges. The very low particle diffusivity in the ERS region leads to a core density which is twice that in present ERS mode discharges [6, 9] and supershots [33,34,16,35 ]. This high core density couples the electron and ion temperatures more tightly and, as a result, the projected steady state ion temperature is less than half the usual supershot level [33,34,16,35] .
We present the results for two reversed magnetic shear configurations. The first has a minimum in q(r) at ~min=0.35~, which corresponds to the location of rmin in early ERS mode discharges in TFTR. The second has ~min=O.45a, which has been achieved in subsequent T F T R experiments. For the simulations with ymin = 0.45a the core diffusivities have been shifted outward by 10% of the minor radius since the region of good confinement expands with the region of reversed shear.
The steady state results are summarized in Tables I and I1 (with rmi,=0.35a and rmin=0.45~, respectively). The simulations can be compared with actual discharge parameters given in the first column: Table I summarizes a deuterium-only ERS mode discharge [SI, and Table I1 contains the highest fusion power supershot to date [16] .
The first column in Table I lists the parameters of the deuterium ERS mode discharge on which we have based the projections. The next, column is a DT projection to steady state with the same beam power and Zeff as the deuterium discharge. While the equilibrium Wtot is close to that of the deuterium shot, the density and temperatures are strikingly different. As shown in the second D T simulation column of Table I , performance is dramatically increased by lowering Zeff to 1.5 and improving beam penetration (with roughly equal effects on performance), The beam penetration was improved by 1) raising the beam voltages to 105 lteV for deuterium and 120 keV for tritium, and 2) using the lower Rtang beamlines for tritium. The predicted core density and temperatures rise; the rise in ion temperature is quite effective in raising the fusion power because the thermal-thermal reaction rate increases strongly with temperature. All subsequent simulations assume these beam voltages and tritium source selections. The next simulation in Table I tests the sensitivity of the projection to the core diffusivity. When the minimum particle diffusivity is set by standard neoclassical predictions (at the simulated conditions) the central density drops, which decouples the temperatures somewhat and allows the ion temperature to rise; the net change in both total stored energy and fusion power is negligible, however. For the last case shown in Table I we raised the beam power to 33 MW and raised the gas influx from the limiter proportionately; this simulation is otherwise similar to the second column of DT simulations. The higher gas influx raises the plasma density in the outer region of the discharge, which reduces the fraction of the beam power which reaches the high confinement core. The reduced beam penetration leads to a very modest increase in core density and nearly the same temperatures that were produced by 25 MW of heating; nevertheless the stored energy and fusion power are somewhat higher.
The lower section in Tables I and I1 summarizes the core Q and confinement time scales. The parameters are averaged over the indicated region, which was chosen to enclose half the total alpha heating power. The alpha heating power (this includes the orbit broadening effect) is used in calculating Qa heat.
In Table I1 we present the parameters of the best DT supershot and the projections with rmin=0.45a. The first D T simulations in Table I1 uses the actual neutral beam power of the ERS DD shot from which the diffusivities are taken. The second has higher beam power (and limiter gas influx) but is otherwise based on the same assumptions. Once again the higher power increases the core density slightly but does not change the temperatures; as described above the higher density in the outer part of the plasma is responsible for lowering the beam penetration.
The third simulation column uses thermal diffusivities from an earlier time in the ERS phase of the deuterium basis shot. The inferred ion thermal diffusivity is not strongly reduced in the core at this time, but the inferred electron thermal diffusivity is substantially lower than at later times. The predicted stored energy is modestly lower; the fusion power is 25% lower because the thermal-thermal component falls rapidly with Ti at these temperatures.
In the final simulation the gas influx from the limiter was reduced in order to lower the density in the outer region of the plasma by 15% to determine the effect of improved beam penetration. This minor change has a strong effect on performance: the stored energy rises 22% and the fusion power increases 50%. Perhaps this density reduction could be accomplished by using more extensive lithium conditioning, but well conditioned experiments to date show that the density is very closely determined by the beam power alone.
The plasma profiles in (Figs. 3-4) are taken from the last simulation in Table I and the second simulation in Table 11 . All differences in the input arise from an assumed increase in the size of the ERS region. The density profiles shown in Fig. 3a have a large density gradient just inside rmin; this is characteristic of actual type I discharges and all the ERS mode simulations. Tables I and I1 (second and fourth columns of D T simulations in Table I compared to first and second, respectively, in Table 11 ) we see that enlarging the high confinement core does not increase the central density, and the central temperatures drop slightly. This occurs because the larger high confinement core leads to a larger region of high density, which leads to broader beam deposition (Fig. 3b) . The central particle fueling rate is lowered and the density profile is much flatter near the magnetic axis. The broader beam heating profile is less effective in raising the central temperat,ures, particularly the ion temperature.
Comparing matched simulations in
In all steady state ERS mode simulations the density is sufficiently high that electron-ion temperature equilibration dominates the ion power balance in the core. As a result, the ion temperature is much lower than in supershots and approaches the electron temperature (Fig. 4) . The peak ion temperature is located off-axis with rmin = 0 . 4 5~ because the beam heating is peaked off-axis; temperature equilibration pulls the central ion temperature down.
Semi-predictive TRANSP simulations provide a time dependent view of the approach to thermal equilibrium. Predictions with and without alpha heating illustrate the effect of self-heating. The density rise, occurring between 2.5 and 4.0 seconds (Fig. 5) , gradually raises the temperature equilibration power. This is responsible for the declining ion temperature after 2.9 seconds, and it contributes to the increasing electron temperature before 4 seconds (Fig. 6) . The total stored energy peaks during the density rise (Fig. 7) , and subsequently falls toward its steady state level (see DT simulation column 2 in Table 11 ). The 'overshoot' in stored energy is caused by the larger effective beam heating power at this time (with a rising density the energy transferred to thermal particles exceeds the steady state level of beam heating), and by the better beam penetration which arises from the lower density. The 'overshoot' in fusion power is even larger because at early times the ion thermal inertia and lower temperature coupling contribute to a much larger separation of T j and T, than is possible later in thermal equilibrium. Consequently, the peak fusion power is 25 MW and the core QDT peaks at 2 (double the steady state levels).
In summary, we find that the equilibrium ERS mode DT plasma conditions are noteworthy for their nearly equal ion and electron temperatures at densities typical of reactors. The peak fusion performance is expected to be substantially higher than the equilibrium levels, thereby improving the prospects for alpha heating experiments in conditions similar to those proposed for advanced tokamak reactors.
IV. DISCUSSION
The low core particle diffusivity of the ERS mode leads to high projected densities which closely couple the electron and ion temperatures. As a result, the steady state central ion temperatures are lower than the optimal values for fusion (which are -15 keV). In time dependent simulations the fusion power peaks during the density rise when the ion temperature is near the optimal level. While the peak fusion power can be its steady state value, the peak total stored energy is only slightly higher than its steady state value. The best conditions for alpha experiments will generally occur slightly after the time of peak fusion power. It may be possible to prolong the phase of high fusion 6 power -or even enhance it -by using heating systems which introduce fewer particles (e.g., ICRH or high energy neutral beams) to replace some of the standard T F T R beams.
As in other enhanced confinement regimes, the plasma performance is ultimately limited by MHD stability [36] . We use PEST [37] to calculate the stability of equilibria using a projected pressure profile shape (typical of the cases in Table 11 ) together with q profiles which are qualitatively similar to those found in ERS discharges. The equilibria can be stable for ideal MHD instabilities with n =1, 2, 3, 4 and 00 up to /Inorm = 2.5 . The fusion power is more closely related to so a more meaningful way of expressing the limit is @&,,,=4.5.
The strong pressure peaking, p ( O ) / ( p ) = 5, raises p*/p to 1.8 and is responsible for the high critical @~* , , , . At TFTR's maximum toroidal field, and with I,,=2.5 MA, the /I limit corresponds to Wtot=ll MJ.
All the projections are below this limit, and most are below the maximumexperimentally attained /?norm of 1.9. However, stability is not assured -as demonstrated by disruptions of ERS discharges with Pnorm 5 1.5 -because the MHD stability is sensitive to the details of the pressure and q profiles. As previously noted in studies of MHD stability with reversed shear [1,38], the location of qmin in relation to the region of high pressure gradient plays a critical role. When rmin varies from 0.4 to 0 . 6~ (with a fixed pressure profile) the stability limit varies from /3~,,,=1.6 to 2.5 for the case described above. For this reason T F T R will use mode-conversion current drive to modify q(r) and improve stability. However, if the region of very low diffusivity, which causes the high pressure gradient, is intimately related to the shear reversal, then the relative locations of rmin and the peak pressure gradient may not be changed easily. A detailed understanding of the conditions needed for transition to the ERS mode could provide guidance on whether (and how) rmin and the peak pressure gradient may be partially decoupled. The system which measures the density in T F T R does not sample the region very close to the magnetic axis in ERS mode discharges, so the density in the innermost -15 cm is not known. If we assume that the density profile is flattened inside the position of the innermost measurement, then the inferred diffusivities differ from those assumed here. The central particle diffusivity becomes much higher, and the change in electron-ion coupling leads to a higher xi and a lower xe. Simulations based on these alternate diffusivities have lower central density, and higher central temperatures than the reference case (DT simulation column 2 in Table 11 ); the resulting fusion power is 4% lower.
The inferred particle diffusivity in these TRANSP simulations indicates that after 3.5 seconds the postulated density rise for r < a13 is too rapid to be consistent with the assumed diffusivity and the self consistently calculated beam fueling rate. A time dependent density prediction would evidently have a broader density profile in the core region (perhaps slightly hollow), and the central density would rise somewhat more slowly than we assumed in the simulation. The existing simulation therefore underestimates the core temperatures, and probably underestimates the fusion power, during the time of peak performance. We expect that the differences would be relatively modest, and would not qualitatively affect the character of the simulation. The core thermal and particle confinement times in Tables I and I1 indicate that a two second heating pulse would be sufficiently long for the discharges to approach thermal equilibrium, but the core particle confinernent time is two seconds in the cases with larger rmin. On the other hand the time dependent simulations indicate that the highest performance will occur well before full equilibrium is established, so two seconds of high power heating should be sufficient to reach peak performance.
The transport analysis DT projections discussed above have assumed there are no ripple losses of beam ions or alphas. Transport analysis runs which include TRANSP's calculation of beam ripple losses infer that xi is lower and xe is higher than shown in Fig. 1 . If these diffusivities are used in a DT TRANSP simulation which calculates beam ripple losses using the same q profile used in the analysis run, then we find predicted temperatures which are close to those in Fig. 6 . There is little change because the ripple losses in the analysis and prediction are similar. However, if the ripple losses in future DT experiments can be reduced by lowering q(O), then performance could be significantly improved. Unfortunately, there is considerable uncertainty in the actual q(0) in the experiments, so the calculated ripple losses are uncertain. We have not assumed that ripple losses can be lowered in any of the DT simulations reported here.
Applying the ERS mode to large power producing reactors raises new issues for further study:
how can the fuel be supplied to the high confinement region, and how can the ash produced there be removed? Enlarging the radial extent of the high confinement region may be the key to developing answers to the first of these questions.
An acceptable fueling system must provide fuel to the region of high confinement while consuming a modest level of the power output. Previous work 1171 shows that this could be done with a neutral beam system if the particle confinement is very good -as it is in the ERS mode -and if little of the beam fueling is deposited in low confinement regime. Enlarging the good confinement region also improves the prospects for pellet fueling, which was found to be a promising core fueling method.
Good confinement of the helium ash is not desirable, however. Helium ash buildup will not limit reactivity in T F T R experiments because the discharge duration will be too short. Ash transport and removal [39,40] studies could, nevertheless, be carried out to assess the viability of the ERS mode in a long pulse power producing tokamak. Moving the ash outside the high confinement core would be sufficient since ash transport in the surrounding supershot regime is adequate to prevent serious buildup [26] .
Although the centra1 fusion power density for the ERS projections is very high, the peak alpha pressure and its gradient do not exceed those in the best DT supershot to date with Pf=ll MW. This paradox is caused by the the higher density in ERS mode, which reduces the thermalization time, and by the larger alpha orbit-broadening, which follows from the higher q(0). The orbit broadening creates a larger region of high alpha pressure and moves the location of the peak gradient to larger minor radius. Nevertheless, the ERS mode provides an alpha physics test bed with a magnetic configuration which is more relevant to advanced tokamaks.
Recent experimental progress toward realizat,ion of the simulations described above has been encouraging: the ERS regime has been extended to higher plasma current (2.2 MA), the reversed shear region has been enlarged to 0.50, and the region of excellent confinement has expanded to 0.5a. On the other hand, while discharges with I,=l.S MA have reached Pnorm=1.9, we have not yet surpassed Pnorm=1.5 with I,,=2.2 MA, and it is clear that MHD stability must be improved in order to obtain long pulse high performance DT discharges in the ERS mode. We have also observed that it is more difficult to obtain the ERS mode in the 2.2 MA discharges. Lithium pellet injection at the beginning of the high power phase can be used to obtain ERS transitions in these high current discharges, but this results in abnormally low fusion power which appears to be caused by dilution due to lithium trapped in the high confinement region in the plasma core. Some other means of inducing the ERS transition must be used when attempting to produce the high fusion power ERS mode DT plasmas described here.
The fusion power of DT discharges in the ERS mode has been relatively low. This is partly because the duration of the high power heating phase is short (to avoid disruptions), and partly because the D:T mix of the heating beams is not optimal in these discharges. In addition, it now appears that the ERS threshold power is higher in plasmas with more optimal D:T ratios.
V. SUMMARY
The exceptionally low particle diffusivity observed in the ERS mode T F T R discharges [6, 9] is the key ingredient in our steady stat,e ERS inode simulations. The presently observed density increases are expected to continue until the core density reaches -2.5 x lo2' m-3. At this density the better coupled electron and ion temperatures more closely resemble the temperatures of an ignited plasma. In the plasma core the fusion self-heating is substantial, with core QDTN~-2. Realization of these conditions would provide an early opportunity to conduct alpha physics experiments in an advanced tokamak configuration.
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